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Breac enjoying the views on the Tarmachan Ridge on the last day of 2019 (see article on page 12)

I

s it safe to emerge from my winter
hibernation yet? Like nature, I use winter as a
time to rest my tired limbs and my oftenoverburdened mind. Well that was the plan
anyway, but winter has had other ideas! This
year has hardly got off to a relaxing start; we
have been battered by storm after storm blasting
across the country, the hills have been out of bounds
as gales and frequent hurricane force winds have
lashed the tops. In fact, walking Ralph on the low-

Jane Grimley

level trails around Aviemore has been quite a
challenge at times. It has been a frustrating winter for
those of us who walk, ski or climb as a hobby but we
must spare a thought for those trying to earn a living
in the winter hills.
We had a fantastic trip to Corran bunkhouse for our
club’s Christmas meet; the ground was frozen solid,
it didn’t warm up above freezing for three days and
the air clarity was spectacular. We managed to climb
the Pap of Glencoe, Fraochaidh via an ingenious
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route from Duror, and finally Sgorr a’ Choise on the
way home. Sadly, it all went downhill after that.
I have had my worst ever start to a year with days on
the hill still in single figures; in fact the most
climbing I have done this winter is up the stairs to
the café in Tiso, as my waistline will testify!

Across Loch Leven

We were invited to a Parliamentary Reception in
January in recognition of the contribution TMS has
made to helping deliver mountain safety courses.
Also, Davie Black (Access & Conservation Officer at
Mountaineering Scotland) has recently noted that
‘TMS’s recording activities were instrumental in the
tightening up of planning conditions with regard to
track construction. The Munro Society’s recording
activities have been instrumental in highlighting the
scale of the problem, the lack of oversight, and
raising awareness of the poor planning decisions
which were subsequently tightened up in projects
being approved last year’. Jim Robertson is standing
down from his role as Mountain Report Co-ordinator
when he leaves the Executive Committee at this
year’s AGM. I am indebted to Jim for keeping the
project going with so few contributors. Irene Leckie
is taking over the rôle from Jim.
We are 18 this year which means that 2022 will be
our 20th birthday. The Executive Committee has
already been discussing a few ideas to commemorate
the occasion but if you have any ideas then please let
us know.
I am very pleased to see Journal No.5 finally come to
fruition. It has involved a lot of hard work from the
Editorial Sub-Committee, including a migraine and a
burnt-out PC! We were delighted to have been able
to publish articles from Paddy Hirst (the first female
Munroist), Stephen Pyke, aka Spyke (who completed
the fastest ever Munro round in 39 days) and
Richard Wood who has summited over 8,000
Munros to date. I hope you enjoy reading it.
Alan Watt and Bill Taylor are continuing to take the
Munro Legacy Exhibition on tour throughout
Scotland after its winter break. This year the
exhibition will be displayed at Inverness, Gairloch,
Falkirk, Glasgow and Glenmore Lodge. Just after the
Newsletter goes to the printers we are taking the
exhibition into the lobby at the Scottish Parliament
where it will be viewed by MSPs and Parliamentary
staff. In order to enter the inner sanctum of the
Parliament, Bill, Alan and I had to complete a 12page security questionnaire which included three
questions asking if we had ever been involved in
espionage or terrorism. I wonder what would have
happened if we had answered yes.
Relatives in the south of England have reported
daffodils in their gardens whereas ours are still
buried under four inches of snow. But when spring
finally comes, I am ready to emerge, refreshed and
raring to go.
TMS

Anne Butler

One of the presents Bill gave me for Christmas was a
fitbit (other wrist worn fitness devices are available)
and I have set myself the target of walking 10 million
steps during 2020. That works out at 27,000 steps per
day and so far, I am well on target. I suppose having
a very hyperactive Border Collie to exercise probably
helps.
I always feel very relieved when my diary starts
filling up with hillwalking trips and this year is no
exception. I will be spending the next few months
tying up those annoying loose ends on my current
Corbett, Munro and Donald rounds. This means trips
to Rùm and Skye (hopefully before the midges and
tourists invade for the summer) and a trip to
Galloway, something I am not exactly looking
forward to as it rained incessantly last time I was
there. Once again, bad planning has meant that a
large proportion of my remaining Munros seem to be
south of Glencoe. Ralph is also keen to finish his
round of Donalds, and yes, he has climbed the
Donald Tops as well!
We also have a special weekend away to celebrate
our 25th wedding anniversary. Bill is looking forward
to the fine dining and wine list, Ralph is happy with
the super kingsize beds on offer and I have decided
to drag them both up a couple of hills!
This year TMS celebrates its 18th birthday and one of
our founding aims was to be an ‘informed and
valued body of opinion on matters affecting
Scotland’s mountain landscape’ and it is rewarding
to see that the hard work undertaken by many of the
members since 2002 has achieved this.
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W

elcome to the April Newsletter, in which
you will read about Journal No.5, just
published, and the Society’s new logo.
Then Iain Robertson gives us a historical look at
Perthshire’s mountaineers, while Jane Grimley tells
how she saw the old year out on the Tarmachan
ridge.
Roger Drye was concerned about some mountain
bikers in the Cairngorms and Andrew Fraser
ponders the wisdom of solo walking, while Alex
Thomson observes a head-to-head confrontation in
Glenfinnan.
There’s a first Munro account from Mike Weedon
and a first and last from Graham Thompson, while
Mark Gibson writes about one of his annual ‘January
jaunts’.
You might remember Alf Barnard’s knee challenges
a few issues back, but happily he’s now written the
sequel, and he’s back on the hills with a vengeance.
Robert H MacDonald has been a regular columnist in
the Newsletter for longer than I can remember, but
now he’s decided to call it a day – you can read his
last column inside. As editor, I am greatly indebted
to Robert for all his contributions, and he’s never
missed a deadline! Hopefully he will continue to
contribute either articles or letters from time to time.
Reading the Gaelic Landscape is the second edition
of a book recently published by Whittles, and it’s
reviewed by Glen Breaden.
Please send material for the August issue not later
than 30 June 2020 to simed44.ds@gmail.com (max.
1,500 words). The earlier an item is received, the
better the chance of it appearing in the next
Newsletter (although we are pleased to receive less
time-sensitive articles for future issues). Photos
should be sent as separate JPEG files (maximum 2MB
per photo) – please note that zip files are not
acceptable. Also, why not drop a line to the Postbag
section – we like to hear from you.
TMS
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